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Introduction 
In a previous paper [1] we have dealt with the propagation and reflec-
tion of electromagnetic plane wa~-es in the presence of isotropic substances. 
It has been sho'wn that assuming a time dependence exp (j (!) t), the basic para-
meter of all wave phenomena is the complex refractive index 
11 n jn" (1) 
where n ' > O. 
The material constant charactPrizing the Ilon-magnetoactive substance 
is the complex permittil'ity 
(2) 
The imaginary part of the complex permittivity and the generalized conduc-
ti-\-ity are proportional. The reyersal of the conductivity results in the reversal 
of the imaginary part of the permittivity. Taking this fact into consideration 
the paper compares the scattering on ohstacles differing only by the sign of 
the conductivity. 
Characteristics of the scattering of the electromagnetic plane WRyeS 
In this paper the following terminology will be used: 
1. The electromagnetic plane ,ra,-e induces a polarization current in the 
obstacle placed in the way of propagation. The secondary field generated by 
the polarization current is the scattered field, the phenomenon is the scattering. 
2. In the case of a finite and non-zero conductivity as thc result of the 
presence of the conduction current the scattering obstacle absorbs po'wer 
from the incident wave. This phenomenon is the absorption. 
3. The power density propagating in the 'waye hehind the obstacle 
differs from that of the incident wave as a result of the scattering and absorp-
tion. This phenomenon is the extinction. 
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The connectioh among the above mentioned phenomena is 
extinction = scattering + absorption 
To characterize the plane wave arriving from free space, let us set up 
a right-handed co-ordinate system whose unit vectors are u , Ut and U in this 
order, and u points to the direction of propagation (Fig. 1). In this system the 
effective values of the field strengths ot an arbitrarily polarized plane wave 
can be written as follows: 
1 -
U >~ E. 
Zo 
;;::
_"1J --" U 
Ut 1 -
I U, 
o 
Fig. 1. Co-ordinate system,. to describe the incident and scattered waves 
(3) 
(4) 
2;[ 
where ko = -_ - is the wave number in free space and Zo is the wave impedance 
I. 
of free space. 
Let the scattered field be investigated in the direction of the unit ycctor u' 
(u, Ul and u' are coplanar). The components of the scattered field at a suffi-
ciently large distance Rare 
E;ea 
e- jkR 
(E/sea Ut Er;eaur) 
e -)/:[< 
Fsca. -
R R 
e-jkR 1 
(5) 
Hsca - (u Fsca) 
R Zo 
The conuection between the twice two scalar parameters characterizing 
the incident and scattered fields is given by the scattering matrix 
(6) 
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Considering linear substances, the elements of S depend only on the size. 
form and material of the obstacle if {j and q are giyen. Knowing the scattering 
matrix, the power of the ficlds of different kinds can }H' determined. 
Thp time-a,-erage of the powpr carrif'd by the scattered field is 
P sea "''' Re ~ (E,en H~'c,,) dA 
A 
( 7) 
'Vc haye to integratc over a closed surface containing the scattering ohstacle. 
Q marks the unit sphere, cIQ i;:; the element of the solid angle. 
The absorhed po\\-er is: 
Re~(E H*)dA 
A 
('I Co \1:" E E* cH' 
\' 
:2(!II-'oj ll' n" E E* df '. 
\' 
(8) 
In the first integral E = E, -'- E,ea and similarly H = Hi H,ca' The meaning 
of .cl is as hefore. The sign is negatin·, hecause the normal Yector of the closed 
surface is chosen to point outward: but the absorbed power is usually considert'd 
to be PQsitiyf' if the encrgy flows into the obstacle. The second and third intf'-
grals are to be extc'IH!ed for the yolullle of the scattering ohstacle and hoth of 
tllPm are directly following from POYllting's theorem [:2]. 
The definition of the ('xtinction power 1S 
(9) 
F (10) 
(Juall titif'S of :"urfaee diIllt~n:"ioll l'('sult. 1'11,,\' art' tiu' scattering cross-sectloll. 
the absorption cross-section and th .. e:rtinctioll cro,<s-s('ctiofl, respf'cti,-Ply: 
p, 
... an" (lla.boc) 
s. 
There are other usual definitions tu charaeterizt, thl' scattered power III 
a defiued direction ~uch a~ th .. bistatir cross-section 
G(/), 'f ) G(U u') -kr F,ca(u'):! ti :! (1:2 ) 
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and particularly in the opposite direction of the propagation of the incident 
wave the monostatic or radar cross-section. 
(13) 
The so-called efficiency factors are obtained by dividing the cross-sec-
tions defined above by the geometric cross-section G of the obstacle perpendi-
cular to the direction of propagation 
() 
(j 
\:--
- G' (14) 
For linear media the (j and the Q are independent of the field strength. 
They depend only on the refraction index and the geometry. 
The general properties of the efficiency factors 
Theorem 1 
(2sca > 0 : 
Q(fJ, q!) > 0 : 
Qr > 0 
independently from the permitti,-ity. 
Proof 
(15 ) 
(16) 
(17) 
Each of the aboye statements directly results from the definitions (7) to (10) 
and (12) to (13), considering that in Eq. (11) Si> 0 and in Eq. (14) G> O. 
Theorem 2 
For a scattering object whose e' does not reyerse the sign 
sign Qabs == sign E" == sign n" . (18) 
Proof 
The statement IS oln-ious on the basis of the definition integrals III Eq. (6) 
considering that n' / O. 
Theorem 3 
Let the geometry and e' (or n'l be fixed. There is such a yalue of e" (or n") 
that IQabsl is maximum [3]. 
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Proof 
In the case of an ideal dielectric e" = n" = O. Consequently on the basis of 
Eq. (8) Qabs = O. If 1l ~ ex; then Qabs -" o. One can approach this value either 
by [e', -- " or by In'' -+ =. Qabs(e") or Qabs(n") are non-zero functions. 
We can suppose that both of them are continuous. This statement is physically 
plausible. Thereafter our theorem results from \Veierstrass' theorem. 
Two dual theorems are 
Theorem 4a 
For a fixed permittivity of negative conductivity and a given geometry there 
is at least one frequency for which QcX! 0: 
Theorem 4b 
For a fixed permittivity of negatiy{> conductivity and a given frequency there 
is at least OIH~ among the bodies of similar shapt' and the same orientation 
where Qext = o. 
Further t wo dual th{>orems art! 
Theorem 5a 
For a fixed permittivity of nt'gatiYt~ conductivity and a given geometry there 
is a frequency where -Qext is maximum. 
Theorem 5b 
For a fixed perlllittlnt:- of negativt' conductivity and a given frequency 
there is one among the hodi{'s of similar "hap{> and th!> same orientation where 
-Qext is maxinllun. 
Proof 
Suppose that tht> larg{~st linear size I of the ohstacle simultaneously satisfies 
the conditions k ol ~ 1 and in; kol ~ 1. This is the case of the Rayleigh 
scattering [4]. The change of the amplitude and the phase of the incident 
wave around and inside the hody may he neglected. All the induced polariza-
tion and conduction currents are in pha:::e. The whole hody can he considered 
as a radiating short dipole. The scattering matrix is a simple diagonal one: 
s k~ i . cos (j 1 (19) 
where 
1) TI. (20) 
Here n is the refractivt' index of the obstacle and V is its volume. 
3* 
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Supposing that Eu E> and using Eqs (6) to (8). (l0) to (11) 
(:21 ) 
and 
(:22) 
Presuming that 1. is independent of i .. the scattering cros5-sl,ction is 
proportional to i. -.\ V~ while tht' ahsorption cross-section to ;. -I T·. Whcn this 
volume is small (V -+- 0), the absorption. if therf' is such. is thl' strongl'r dfect. 
Consequently in the casp kJ -< 1 
(23) 
i.e., thl' extinction efficiencv factor of an oh;;taclt' of negativ\' conductivity 
and a sufficiently small size is negatin'. 
On the other hand. if eYen tlH' smallest linear size I of the ohstacle ~atisfies 
the relation kill ;0> 1 then Qext 2. ind(,pendently of the refractive index, This 
is tlH' extinction paradox r('cognized 1,;." STRA TTO:-; [.5]. 
It may he assumed that QcX! is a continuous function of the relatin> char-
acteristic size k ol. Stating this aSSUlll ptiOll. Tllf'orems 4a and 4·b arl' thl' direct 
consequcnces of Bolzano's theorelll. 
Qext 0 if kJ = O. Bet\\"een this pIal'\' and tll(' smallest of the OIle \dlOse 
existence has been proved abovp th,' function Qext(k i) is continuous and 
negativc. COllseqlH'ntly. \VeieT",tras< tllt'O]'t'Ill 1'1'0\"1'5 Tht'of('m;: .5a and .5]" 
Discussion of Them'ems 1 through ;) 
The statements of Theorelll I arl' llJ)\"iou~ and t'''press onh" the fact that 
the ~eatt{'l'illg occurs iudepend,·ntly uf thl' ~igll of eonducti\"ity. 
Th,'oT('1ll 2 Yf'l'ifif's the usual t;'rmiuology: the concept of llt~gatiy(' t'un-
ductivity and that of Ilegatiy(' ah:,urptioll an' equivalent. 
Tht'orem 3 gi'yt's aE account of all interesting '"matching" mechanisu1. 
It is particularly notahle that an acti\",' rt'flectoI' may he eonstruett,d whos(' 
"negatiyc" absorbed (i.\'. ('lllittf'd) power is maximum though its llegati\"t, 
ctmductivity is finite. 
To explain Theorems 4 and .5 \11' hay\, tu clarify the physical CO!ltenl of 
the ('xtinction efficiency factor. Hulst ([-1 J p. 30) pron's that this quanti!;." is 
proportional to the difference het\\"('en tIlt' pll\I"\'l' density of the incident 1nl \"C' 
and that of the fOl"\\arcl propagating way" }whind the seattering: ohstaele at 
a suffieieutly large distanee. COI1:'t'(jlu'ntly (2ext 0 mean5 that th,' PO\\"('1' 
density bdlind th(' obstacle in th,' "shallo,," n'gion" is tht' same as that of the 
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incident v,ave. 'When Qext is negatin:. the power density in this direction 
increases. 
In accordanc(' with the proyed theorem" <'ach scattering obstacle of 
a linear :md actiYe nature has a relatiye size kol la ratio ~.) when the propagat-
ing power density before and behind of the obstacle is the same. What is more, 
there is a range of sizes where the po\\"er density hphind tl1<' shadowing obstacle 
is grrater or evrn maximum. 
Fig.:2. Perpclldintiar incident'e on ,;traight circular cylinder 
It is noteworthy that an active medium of very large dimensions decreases 
the transmitting powcr density according to the extinction paradox, similarly 
to thc passive cases. This result is more surprising than the theorems of groups 
4 and;) and suggpsts an interfrrence phenomenon similar to the one discu::st'd 
in [1]. 
Scattering on an infinite straight circular cylinder 
Partly to illustrate our statements, partly to investigate the rev('rsal of 
the conductivity we performed detailed calculations for circular cylinders. 
This scattering problem was soh"ed for a perpendicular ineidence by Lord 
Rayleigh in 1881. For oblique incidencc Wait [6] and Wilhelmssoll [7] have 
solycd the scattering problem of a dielectric cylinder. For the sake of simplicity 
'we are dealing \rith the perpenclieular incidence only but with complex refrac-
tiv(' index. 
The possible polarizations and the markings are shown in Fig. 2. 
The solution of the yectorial Hdmholtz equation can always be reduced 
to the determination of t,\"O properly chosen scalar functions [8], [9]. In the 
following 'we shall mark these two functions with u and v after Hulst [4]. 
It ean he proved that for perpendieular incidence 
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ov 
or 
(24) 
E= = n kou (25) 
- 011 H,=n 
t or 
(26) 
(27) 
An arbitrarily polarized incident waye may he decomposed to two inde-
pendent wayes on the basis of Eqs (24.) through (27). With the chosen L' = 0 
the yector Ei of the incident waye is parallel with the axi5 of the cylinder 
(Case I), while the chosen u = 0 l'esnlts in an Hi that is parallel with the axis 
(Case Il). l'sing the series expansion of the incident 'waye by Besi'el functions, 
a similar expansion of the scattered 'waye by Hankel functions of spconel 
kind and the symbol 
we get the following: 
Case I v 0 
..l...= 
U ~'Fn[Jll(ko r) b H(~)(k r)] n n, 0 r ~.> a 
Tl=-= (:28) 
u ;;E F"d"J,,(nkor) I' <. (/ 
T1=-
and the boundan- conditions for the tangential compollf'nts I.d:' tb· fi<'hb 011 
the surface of the cylinder 
ail 
nu and n -_. are continuous at I' 
or 
Case II u = 0 
a 
V= ~ F,,[Jn(korJ a"H~;l(kHr)] 
11=-= 
r= ~ FncnJ,,(nkor) 
Tl=-
and from the boundary conditions 
ov 
1i2v and are continuous at r = a . 
or 
I' > a 1 
1"< a J 
(:~9 ) 
(30) 
(31) 
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Satisfying Eqs (29) and (31) and introducing a new marking koa = x 
and 
b
n 
= n J~(nx) J,,(x) 
n J~(nx) Hn(x) 
In(nx) J~(x) 
In(nx)H~(n) 
a -n-
J~(nx) In(x) n JllUix) J;,(x) 
J:,(nx) Hll(x) - n In(nx) H~(x) 
·where Hn(x) = H~2\X) = In(x) - jNn(x). 
It is easy to accept that bn = b_r: and an = a_ rp 
(32) 
(33) 
Using the approach of the Hankel function yalid for great arguments 
where 
T ({}) +~ b- r,. ejniJ = ~' c b-1· =..,;;;;.. ..,;;;;. en " 
Cn = 1 
=2 
11=-= n=O 
if n = 0 
if n L 2, ... 
(34) 
cos n{} (35 ) 
The role of the function T1({}) is analogous to that of the element SI of the 
scattering matrix. 
With similar considerations for Case II we get the function 
T~{l't) = ~ an e jnil = ;;;E Cn an cos nfJ (36) 
/1=-= n=O 
which is the counterpart of the matrix element S~. 
In the case of perpendicular incidence the S3 and S.1 have no counter-
parts, the character of the polarization of the scattered ·wave does not change. 
The efficiency factors for both polarizatioI15 
Qext 
2 -
-Re T(O) (37) 
x 
(38) 
(39) 
Bistatic cross-section in the plane of the incidence 
') 
Q({}) = T(IJ).~ ( 40) 
x 
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and the mOIlostatic (radar) cross-section 
:2 
- T(;r)~. (41 ) 
x 
The quantities defined in Eqs (37) through (41) 'I-ere obtained hy means 
of the Razdall-3 computer of the University Computer Center, Budapest. 
The basic data: n ! 2(1 -- j)* and x = 0.2(0.2) 10. We introduce several 
results in diagrams. 
6 -.-. 
Qexl 
2 -
1 .-
o ~-f~--~~~~--~~~~--+-+-8--rt---+;-8~---9~---1-0-.-<-=-koa 
-2 
Fig . . j. Exlillelioll efficiellcy faclor- of the cylinder of llc)."alivc c'lllduclivily 
r n Fig. 3 tht> Yahu~ (2e.'.t is showl1 as a function of x, 'I-jth negatiy(~ COll-
ductivity. For small x the sign of the function is negatiyp as it 'I-as expected. 
In both cases of negatin> condueti\'it~, Ollt' can find the yalues connectt'd '\'ith 
th{' maximum or with the zt'ro yalue of ·-(20.'.1' From the shape of the Cluves 
it follows that tht'se valut's of x are in existence for arbitrary polariJlatiol1 
as well. 
For inereasing valtU':, of x. QcXt -·2. in aceordance ,,-itl! the extinetion 
paradox. 
To provide a basis for comparison with the results obtained abo\'\' we 
give the yalues Qext for the appropriate positive conductiyity in Fig. 4. This 
cun-e was calculated by Rulst [4] up to x = 4. It is inten'sting to note that 
* Thi" particular value Wtb c11o"cn to compare the result,; obtained here with the r{'~ulb 
of l-iUST [-1] by 11 1 2(1 -- j). 
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while for posltrve conductivity a single point satisfies the equation Qext] 
=Qext2' in the case of negative conductivity there are two such points. 
It is easy to prove for small values of x that 
(42) 
If we examine Eqs (32) and (33) it turns out that III Case I, ba is domi· 
nant among the coefficients while in Case H. a j and a_ 1 have the maximum 
5 t 
n V2(I-jj 
J 
-----------2 
o 
2 3 5 8 
Fig . . 1. Extinction efficiency faetol',. of th" cylinder of po,.itiyc t'onductiyity 
yalut' for small x. This fact is in good accordance with the physical picture: 
in Case I the first approximation of the CUHt'uts corrrsponds to a mOllopol(' 
(line :'oure('). in Case H to a dipole. Csing Hulst's results [4] 
:rx~ 
(n~ 1 ) 
-! 
:Ix:!. lz~ 1 
cl 1I~ -
Compan' these with tlH" result 
3:2 
1) 
we can accept the validity of the approximation. 
In Case J 
x 
:TX 
Re ho = :TXn"ll" = 
:2 
(-!3) 
(-!-1) 
(·i5) 
" 8 (46) 
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while in Case II 
9 4n'n" Qext2 ="':"Re(a l + a-I) = nx------------
x (n'2 - n"2 -+ 1)2 + (2n' n")2 
2c:" (47) 
=nx------(c:' + ])2 £"2 
Obviously, for small x the sign of Qext depends only on the sign of n" (or c:"), 
and is equal to it. 
We have accepted that Qext ~ Qabs, consequently the statement about 
the sign is valid for the absorption efficiency factor too, as it was expected. 
In the case of Eq. (46) it is quite obvious that the defined quantity is 
equal to the absorption efficiency factor. For small x the amplitude of E can 
])e considered as equal everywhere inside the cylinder. Consequently the power 
absorbed by a section of length 1 and radius a is 
P abs = a'E;2:T a2 e. (48) 
The power density of the incident plane waye is: 
(49) 
Kno,ving that G = 2al and using Eqs (11) and (14) we obtain directly Eq. (46) 
a 
because c:" = -- and x = koa. 
wc:o 
The scattering and absorption efficiency factors are shown in Figs;) and 6. 
The bistatic efficiency factors calculated on the basis of Eq. (40) are illustrated 
in Figs 7-8 for negative conductiyity and in Figs 9-10 for positive conduc-
tivity as a contrast. The parameter of the curyes is x = koa. Let us consider 
the fact already noted: for polarization I the field has monopole character for 
small radii while for polarization II the field has dipole characteristics. The 
maxima and minima of higher order will appear only with a larger relative 
radius. Their successive appearance and their gradual shift to the direction 
of smaller angles in the ca8e of increasing values of x are common properties 
of both signs of the conducth-ity. Incidentally this behayiour corresponds to 
that of the ideal dielectrics [10] (Fig. 11). 
In general, the character of the histatic cun-es is similar and the differ-
ences are more quantitatiye than qualitatiye. To illustrate this fact another 
comparative diagram is shown for x = 3.8 (Fig. 12). 
The radar efficiency factor ys. x is giyen in Fig. 13. Inyestigating this 
efficiency factor and that of angle 8 = (Fig. 14) the most striking fact is 
- 2 
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that the values in Case II are strongly oscillating in comparison with the values 
of Case 1. Our explanation for this fact is the following. In the change of the 
bistatic efficiency factor -- and particularly the radar efficiency factor --
the influence of the surface waves is very strong. These 'waves are affected 
10 r--++tt-i---+---! 
2 H-t--,----t--~-----_:_-~---
O,5Htt---:-----t----'---i-~ ~; D 
H 
0'2~-_,_---~---~---~-·--~----
0'1W-__ -L ____ ~ __ -L ____ L_ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ 
o 2 6 8 10 12 x = koQ 
Fig. 5. Scattering efficiency factors 
by the current flowing within the scattering obstacle. In the case of ideal 
dielectrics no damping effect takes place at all, here the interference character 
is very strong [10]. The reason of this phenomenon is obviously the fact that 
the polarization current has no component in phase 'with the field in an ideal 
dielectric. But in a lossy dielectric the current has a component in phase with 
the field and this component damp ens the surface waves. The effect of this 
damping is far stronger in Case I, where the current flows parallel with the 
axis, than in Case H. Thus in the latter case the interference character is 
stronger. The phenomenon is well-known for ideal conductors [11]. 
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To illustrate the existence of the extremUlll of the absorption efficiency 
factor ,n' looked analytically for the extrclllUlll of Qabs2 (c:c." Qext2) defined by 
Eq. (47). \'\'e found that for fixed rz' the extremum could be obtained with 
50 
20 
10 
n V2(I+j) 
5 
2 
® 
n=V2(i-j) 
------....,. 
a5 
02 
DI "--______ -'-_____ -'-__ '--_~ 
11 II 1 (.')0 ) 
3 
1 (51 ) 
On the ha:3is of Eq. (50) 11 1.05 belongs to n' 1. \'re glYC the cun-es of 
:Qabs! for n 1 - .i0.1: 1 jl; and 1 --1_ jlO in Fig. 15. It is easy to sce 
that around n" 1 we get a maximum of . Qabs for greater yalues of x too. 
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A similar result 'was obtained by Bach Andersen and :1Iajhorn [12] 
in their investigation of the field of a circular cylinder of negatiYc cOlHlucti\,ity 
posted in a rectangular ,,'aveguidf'. 
The high fre(Iuency approximation of the radar 
and scattering efficiency factors 
It appears from Figs .5 and 13 that the radar or scattering efficiency 
factors tend to a giY(,1l value if koa has a high value. i.t' .. the radius of th,' cylinder 
i~ larg" in cOlllpari~on \\ith th(· \\ a\,·-kngth. \\.-,. "hall dptt"l'miut' thi" limit 
'with the l'a:---optieal approximatioll as 1'0110\\'" (Fig. It)). 
Let a plant' 'wayt' arriy .. perpendicularly to thf' axi~ of ail infin i Ld:- long 
straight circular cylinder. Ld U8 diyidl' this plal1" \"a\'(' into 5mall b"<lm pt'n-
cils. \I'hich attain tilt' surfact' of th(' cylind(>r hetwt'f'll tht' angles (j 0 and /)" dD 0' 
The cross-sl'ction of a p"llcil is la cos /}o dil" (for the length I). Tht' total 
po,,'er carried by the pencil i:3 S. la eos Do diio \,'here S. is the ptY\""r dcn;:ity 
of the plant' \I'an' (cl'. Eq. 10). 
Let the rd'lection coefficient on tht' :,ur-fact' 111' /'. The coefficiellt of the 
powe1' 1'cflection is r~. The reflected wayi' trc1'.'d;; in the direction 0 
:T '20 11 in a ::,mall 5('ct01' marked 1)\- dil '= '2 clD 11 . Let t1)(' intensity 
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of the power at a sufficiently great distance be S(1J). Because of the equality 
of powers 
10 
Q(vj 
2 
0,5 
0,1 
005 of 
Q02 
7,6 
S(8) lrid{): (52) 
x=O,2 
n ='12 (I+J) 
90' 180' 
Fig. 8. Bistatic efficiency factor,; of the cylinder of negatiyc condllctiyity (Case Il) 
the ratio of the power densities (using Eq. (34)) is 
hence 
S(8) 
Si 
'T-(.Q) ~ :TX . ., u- = _ ... ri- cos !'io 
. 4' , 
(53 ) 
(54) 
with the usual mark x = koa. The formula is yalid for both polarizations. 
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The ray-optical deduction given above neglects the diffraction. Thus 
among the bistatic efficiency factors calculated in this manner only the radar 
efficiency factor gives a correct result. Choosing {} = :T, {j 0 = 0 
(55) 
for both polarizations. 
0,2 
~O~,2 ________ ~ ________ ~ 
I x=O,2 
·n=V2(I-jj 
0" 90° 180" ,J 
Fig. 9. Bistatic efficiency factors of the cylinder of positiyc conductiyity (Case I) 
The result is known for an ideal conductor (Ir: = 1) [Il). In the case 
of n = 1.41 ± j1.41 for both polarizations !ri 2 = 0.28 and Qr = 0.44. Fig. 13 
indicates this value and the agreement with the yalue calculated from Eq. (41) 
is yery good. 
This result is obyiously wrong for the case of negative conductivity 
(n 1.41 + jl.41) in spite of the fact that the absolute yalue of the Fresnel 
reflection coefficient is the same for both signs of conductivity. 
The error we have committed here is that ,,,-e have neglected the beams 
travelling inside the cylinder. This neglect does not lead to a mistake in the 
ease of positive conductivity because the power propagating in the refracted 
beams is absorbed quickly. For negatiye conductivity this power density 
increases inside the scattering object. In [1] it has been demonstrated that on 
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the flat surface of a half space filled with a medium of negatiye conductivity 
the reflection coefficient is 
(56) 
\,-here /. is the Fn'sllell'eflectioll coefficient of the mediulll with positiY{, COI1-
ducti,-ity of the same ahsolute YallH'. Tht· asteri.-k d(~Il()t('S the complt'-'\: COll-
.i llgal t·, (A similar conclusion "-as obtaint'cl in [13],) 
rn the ease of n 1.'11 j1.41. tht· YaItl(' le:!. 3.5"7 and thus 
Qr = 5.6. Qn is in a good agret'lllent with thi:;; yalue. The liehavionr of Qr:: 
5hO\\'s the same tt'ndency hut the calculated points do not gin' a :;:ufficient 
hasis for the ('valuation of th(' curve in dt'tail. 
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The calculation of the scattering efficiency factor cannot be performed 
hy the direct substitution of Eq. (54.) into Eq. (38) for the reason we haye 
mentioned already: the ray-optical approximation does not consider the dif-
fraction. Hulst [4] giyes a formula for thp sphere ,,·hieh takes th" diffraction 
into consideration 
180'; 
o 
o 
G 
o 
• NOXfma 
o /"1inlma 
( 57) 
o 
o 0 
00 
7°~ ________________________________________________________________ ___ 
08 2.0 it,Q 8.G JD,C x = ,~cc 
Fig. 11. Angular locations of the llIaxima (e) and minima (.) of the bistatic pfficiency factor 
of the straight circular cylinder (Casp T. 11 '.0 ! A6) [10J 
where the term 1 refers to the roll' of the diffraction and It" is the part of the 
scattering efficiency factor obtained by the direct ray-optical calculation 
from the reflected and refracted ",aYes, i.e. 
2:-r --."'7.2 
~~c J T(O)~ dO 1 r"2 Ood&o .J r ~ d(sin 00) (58) 1C cos 2 
0 -.,/2 
and con5equently 
Qsca 1 1: :2- d(sillOol. (59) 
u 
The expression IS yalid for hoth polarizations if we suhstitute the proper r. 
4. Periodic-a PoiyteeilIlicn El. 15/-1 
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For the refractive index n = 1.41 - j1.41 irl' 212 vs. sin 0 0 :is given in 
Fig. 17. Using these curves, the limit value of the scattering efficiency factors 
may he ohtained hy numerical integration. For positive conductivity 
5D 
0(12) 
Q;;'ca = 1.25; Q;'ca 1.4. 
2D H-f---t-+'--f--
ID n v:2 (1+ j) 
Fip:. 1:2. Bistatie effieiency factor:; 
Both values are good approximations as seen from Fig. 5. 
For the corresponding negative conductivity we have used the R: 
values to obtain the limits. They are 
Q;;'ca 3.78: Q2-;'ca = 5.7. 
These limit values marked in Fig. 5 are good approximations. This fact proves 
on the one hand the applieahility of Eg. (59), on the other the practical impor-
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tance of the 5urface reflection coefficient defined for an obstacle of great 
dimension:;: and negative conductivity. The result above includes the state-
ment in [l] that the power transmitted across a very thick layer of negative 
lOG 
50 -
20 
10 
5 
2 
0,5 
----0,44 
n V2{1-j) 
12 
n1~ ________ ~ ______________________ _ 
2 6 8 10 
Fig. 13. Radar efficiency factors 
conducti,-ity i;; zero. In the deduction ,,,-e consider only the reflected wave 
neglecting the rays after a multiple inner reflection. 
Our previous two examples support the correct choice of the absolute 
value of R: in [1]. X eyertheless, the arcus of this quantity has not been dealt 
with. On the basis of Eq. (58), it is equal to the arcus of the Fresnel coefficient 
on the surface of a substance differing from the previous one by the sign of 
4* 
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:, 
the conductivity only. To proye this, we calculated the yalue ofT(O) Q, jP 
x 
for hoth polarizationi'. This quantity ,,-as reprcsentC'tl 1)y Hulst in a diagram 
([4<J Fig. 81) for n 1.-11 jl.-11. Hulst ha,. drlllollstrated ,,-ith the hrlp of 
QSCQ 
20' u 
I~ = , 
12 
0) '---'-_"_-'-' ____________ _ 
o 
Fig. 1-1. Bi,.tatic efficiency factor, I /j -~- ) 
<. 
heuristic argumcnts that th(' curyc approaches the point (~: 0) 011 thc complex 
plain along an asymptote that includes an angle of 60::: with the real axis. 
The consideration of the edge efferts shows that the angle with the asymptote 
is proportional to the angle of the refraction index if tht> koa product is large 
.'I:.ITTElU.\·(; OF ELECTROjl.·l(;SETlC PL.·!:Y}'; WAVES 
r 
~GOS 
002-
I 
/ 
f]~ l+jl 
'n=7+jOJ 
001~ __ ~ __ ~ ____________ ~ ____ ~ __ __ 
01; 0,8 I,L 2,0 2,4 x=koo 
Fig. 1S. Ab"orplioIl effieielll'Y faclor; Y;. refraetiY(~ iadex 
355 
enough. In Fig. 18, the complex diagrams of the Q -.L jP vs. koa are indicated 
for both refractiye indices n = 1.41 j1.41. It is apparent that the asymptotiC' 
behaviour is the same for Case 1. This fact j", a heuristic argument to support 
the adequacy of the definition in Eq. (56). 
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'190 r-~=~-GCOS 
Fig. 16. Path of the ray for the ray-optical approximilti';L 
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Fig. 17. Power reflection coefficient vs. the sine of the angl" (.f in.:i,),,,::8,, 
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5 6 Q 
/2(1+)) 
---~--.--- - --'-----------------'------'--~-----' 
F(f!. 18. Plot of Q -- j P. Thp paralllf'lpr j" x =- 1.:"" 
The author is grateful to Prof. Dr. K. SDIO::-;YL Dr. 1. BOZ50KI and Dr. G. REITER 
for their yaluable rema~rk5 on the subject of this paper '" weil a, to G. KIS (Cniversity Computer 
Cel1ter, Budapest) for the numerical calculations. 
Summary 
A preyious paper by the author ha:, investigated the changes in the manner of the prop-
agation and the reflection of plane waves in the case of the reversal of the conductivity. 
The results presented in that paper are made use of in the present paper, demonstrating the 
change of the characteristics of the electromagnetic scattering if the sign of the conductivity 
reverses. The general results are supported by the numerical results of the scattering of plane 
wayes on a straight circular cylinder. These calculations show that the differences between 
the two cases are quantitative rather than qualitatiye. 
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